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As a result of more meetings with “interesting” people who do have knowledge of why our IWVGWA’s 
current discussions of “buying water” to refill our aquifer will not work, here are some overviews that we 
should all work on, hone down to practical usage and work to make sure we can put them to work for us. 

1. Regarding LADWP’s aqueduct agreements with U.S. Forest Service and BLM who only “manage” 
these lands for “we, the people,”  apparently no one has questioned or tackled the question of wheth-
er or not  these “managers” have any authority to sign any agreements with LADWP without “the 
owners” consent/approval.  Since “we, the people” own these lands, should not the people make any 
final decisions on accepting and signing any of these agreements?  In the business/corporate world, 
management level does not have that kind of “ authority to commit high-level actions/agreements” in 
the name of “we, the people” unless same is approved by the owners; i.e., meaning  such monumen-
tal decisions and/or commitments are reserved for the owners, not management.  Apparently this 
issue has never been challenged before, I believe it will now be looked into and hopefully those in 
charge of our government lands will see the mistake and we can cancel these agreements LADWP 
has made with the U.S. Forest Service and BLM which have enabled  LA to take more and more of 
our incoming aquifer refill which most (if not all) originate  from the headwaters in the lands owned 
by “we, the people” and  which should be flowing naturally down through Owens valley to us.  I plan 
to stay on top of this issue. 

2. It has now been reported that Coso Geothermal (CG) collects their revenues from the sale of electric-
ity to Southern California Edison which they have created on the China Lake NWC’s Federal Land 
since their startup in 1987.  Of the total CG revenue earned,  the Navy has collected nearly one-half 
billion dollars in royalties. These royalties go directly to the Navy Headquarters in Washington D.C. 
to be used at their discretion.   Now our U.S. Representative Kevin McCarthy has been primary in 
having a bill passed that sends at least 50% of those Navy’s royalty funds   back to China Lake NWC 
plus this bill also requires a certain percentage must be spent on IWV water issues.  My immediate 
response when learning this is 1) CG is now importing water from Rose Valley because they have 
run out of their own groundwater and Rose Valley being between Owns Valley and Little Lake is a 
path which our IWV refill water travels and 2) why can we not have our China Lake NWC save most 
of those royalty $’s (for now) to loan to LA the estimated $100,000,000.00 needed to pay for build-
ing a desalination plant to be located at the exit end of LA’s current aqueducts, utilize existing infra-
structure for distribution of processed water asap, bring in Pacific Ocean water and eliminate the 2 
aqueducts which are  diverting almost 100,000 acre feet of  “our” water every year.  Eliminating the 
2 aqueducts can be started as soon as an operable portion of  this desalination plant is online.   Elimi-
nating the cost of those two aqueducts will also help offset all costs of importing ocean water and 
building the plant.  Also, CG income will be helping to pay for the water they divert from IWV aqui-
fer refill. 

There is, of course, many interim steps that have to be addressed and accomplished, but the above gives 
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and overview of what should start everything down a successful road which will correct our IWV problems.  I suggest next step 
has to be to put a hold on any mandatory deadlines imposed on us by the California SGMA.  Perhaps our local IWVGWA would 
recognize this is the correct way to solve our aquifer refill problem and work with us.    

We have to understand that desalination is the inevitable way that LA will have to maintain their water input.  Right now LA is 
on their way to turning the eastern side of our Sierra Nevada Mountains into the U.S. equivalent of the Gobi Desert!  Water be-
ing diverted into those LA aqueducts is already draining Mono Lake, is again depleting what little they were allowing to go into 
Owens Lake and much more damage is occurring.  Eventually LA will destroy their own water inflow. 

I sincerely believe it is necessary for us here in the IWV to move to start right now to stop our current IWVGWA’s thinking that 
the solution to refill for our aquifer is to  buy water.  What?  We should buy OUR water back from LA who is stealing OUR 
water in the first place and expecting we, the people to finance such a misguided plan?  Surely the millions of $’s which 
IWVGWA is spending to come up with  this plan to “buy” our own water tells us they are absolutely not addressing the real 
“root” of the problem  and destroying this root is the only way to solve the problem with intelligence and long-term positive so-
lution.  “We, the people” have the intelligence, expertise and “ownership responsibilities” to step in and make sure this is done 
the right way! 

Please contact me with the thoughts of all those reading the above, especially more input on how to refine this path to positive 
resolution.  I know many of you can add to my above outline to bring more feasibility.  This is and has to be a full community 
effort.   My contact details are below and on page 1, left column. 
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